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It’s a fast-fulfillment 

economy. And it’s 

getting faster. 



Consumers are more demanding, they’re 
more informed, and they’re more vocal
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It’s a fast-fulfillment 

economy. And it’s 

getting faster. 

At the same time, retailers are more 
competitive, more motivated, and only 
loyal to making the sale



Brands that don’t provide fast 

fulfillment in every aspect of 

their marketing, sales and 

distribution run the risk of: 

Narrowing their channels

Decreasing sales

Weakening brand perception



Brands that  

do provide fast  

fulfillment are: 



Brands that  

do provide fast  

fulfillment are: 

Widening their reach

Selling more products

Creating brand advocates



Customers now expect  

a great experience,  

every step of the way 
On the sales floor

At the cash register

Out of the box… and long after



Your brand can offer faster 

fulfillment. Right now. 
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Move from paper-based channel programs to online fulfillment 

and data-driven insights…and this is what happens:



Your brand can offer faster 

fulfillment. Right now. 
Move from paper-based channel programs to online fulfillment 

and data-driven insights…and this is what happens:

Faster processing

More informed salespeople

Happier customers

Real-time insights

Optimized program spend

MORE SALES



"360 has been a true partner and a one stop 

turn-key operation for us, we could not 

duplicate this service or service level internally." 

BOSCH HOME APPLIANCES LIMITED®



"Great service and great savings!" 

COOPER TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY®



"Incredibly responsive to our needs, great 

technology to support enhanced business 

processes and amazing people who are 

passionate about the client and their success." 

WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION®



Channel Marketing. Driven. 
Our channel management engine drives profitable channel sales 

with industry-leading execution and insights.

Fueled by innovative technology, insightful data, and an incredible customer experience, 

the engine optimizes spend for all your rebate, spiff and co-op programs.



Channel Marketing. Driven. 
The brands we serve.

		



360insights adds value,  

whatever your role. 



“Are we spending enough  

 on channel programs…  

 or too much?” 

MANAGER, CHANNEL MARKETING:

CHALLENGE:
Unable to know how individual channel 
programs are actually performing

GOAL:
Provide individual channel programs 
optimized to specific market needs



“Are we spending enough  

 on channel programs…  

 or too much?” 

MANAGER, CHANNEL MARKETING:

 360insights helps channel marketing managers to:

•  Act on needs of channel, season by season

•  Track performance of individual channel programs

•  Accurately project program budgets and spend



“Sales is all about relationships.” 

MANAGER, CHANNEL SALES:

CHALLENGE:
In contact with sales managers only – not their sales teams

GOAL:
Customize high-performing SPIFF programs 

for individual sales teams



 360insights helps channel sales managers to:

•  Motivate salespeople in specific locations

•  Train salespeople on latest product releases and features

•  Ensure fast payment of spiffs

“Sales is all about relationships.” 

MANAGER, CHANNEL SALES:



“I already know how   

 many consumers bought   

 our stuff. Now I want 

 to know why.” 

VP, MARKETING:

CHALLENGE:
Not fully understanding customer motivation 
and behavior

GOAL:
Bridging the gap between product 
development, marketing and sales



“I already know how   

 many consumers bought   

 our stuff. Now I want 

 to know why.” 

VP, MARKETING:

360insights helps you to:

•  Understand consumer motivation at point-of-sale

•  Geo-target marketing tactics

•  Tailor messaging to specific markets



“When our sales channels 

succeed, we succeed.” 

VP SALES:

Challenge:
Unsure if salespeople are properly 

incentived or trained

Goal:
Optimize sales incentive programs to 

help the channel sell more



“When our sales channels  

 succeed, we succeed.” 

VP SALES:

360insights helps you to:

•  Monitor the success of sales incentive programs

•  Accurately assess payout levels by territory

•  Maintain sales momentum, whatever the season



“We know our channel 

programs are effective.  

We just don’t how much.” 

VP, FINANCE:

CHALLENGE:
Difficult to verify every claim because 
each is processed manually

GOAL:
Find greater efficiency and accuracy  
in fulfillment and reporting



“We know our channel 

programs are effective.  

We just don’t how much.” 

VP, FINANCE:

360insights helps finance VPs to:

•  Administer claims quickly and accurately

•  Minimize fraudulent claims

•  Eliminate manual processes



“How can I get everybody  

working together?” 

CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER:

Challenge:
Finding ways to get more customers – 

and keep them coming back

Goal:
Establish a collaborative process that 

generates and grows revenue



360insights helps CROs to:

•  Set competitive pricing

•  Find new revenue sources

•  Predict sales performance

“How can I get everybody  

working together?” 

CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER:



“I need to work from   

 insights. Not hunches.” 

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

CHALLENGE:
Not knowing the unknown

GOAL:
To make every customer  
experience meaningful



360insights helps CMOs to:

•  Gain more consumer insights

•  Know how channel programs are performing

•  Build greater customer loyalty

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

“I need to work from   

 insights. Not hunches.” 



Built for customer  

happiness. Built for sales.  

Built for success. 

The Channel Success Platform™.
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78% of CMOs believe marketing will  

undergo fundamental change over the  

next 5 years, driven by analytics, digital  

and mobile technologies.  
ACCENTURE INTERACTIVE 2014 CMO INSIGHTS SURVEY



76% of marketers think that marketing  

has changed more in the past two years  

than in the last 50. 

ADOBE 2013 “DIGITAL DISTRESS” REPORT



39% of marketers plan to increase their digital 

budgets without increasing overall marketing 

spend, essentially reallocating existing 

budgets into digital channels. 
CMO COUNCIL, GLOBAL MARKET RESOURCES



Increased data usage is one of the most 

valuable 2017 business trends you can  

expect to see. 

IBM THINK MARKETING



Companies that shift to customer-obsessed 

operations will gain sustainable differentiation; 

those that preserve old ways of doing business 

will begin the slow process of failing. 
FORRESTER RESEARCH, 2016 PREDICTIONS REPORT



Enterprises will commit to DX (Digital 

Transformation) on a massive scale over 

the next three to five years. 

IDC, FUTURESCAPE REPORT



Over $76 

billion
in rebates processed annually

  

500,000
rebate letters  
processed in 2016

4.9 Million
logins to Channel Success 
Platform™ in 2016

$.5 billion
in claims for appliance industry so far

324% growth 
between 2012 and 2015

360insights by the numbers:



  

“9 out of 10 channel leaders believe  

cross-channel spend optimization is important 

or very important to gain market share and 

drive long-term value of customers”

IDG Research



An unbelievable client experience 

An unbelievable workplace for employees 

Making a difference in the world 

WE’RE COMMITTED TO:



Thank You. 


